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This College Improvement Plan identifies the actions for 2018-19 that will enable the College to address the key 

objectives for 2018-19 as well as the issues raised in the last Ofsted inspection (2018).  
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Focus Ofsted January 2018 said …. 

Pupil  
Outcomes 

 Most of the pupils on roll have only been at your school for a few months. This is because your school works successfully to reintegrate pupils 
either back into local schools or to appropriate specialist providers.  

 Your team provides an outreach service for pupils who are still on roll at other schools, but who may benefit from the expertise of your staff. This 
has been very successful. 

 We found that throughout the school, pupils make good progress in a range of subjects. Last year, every pupil achieved at least one level 2 
qualification and there was a large jump in the percentage of pupils gaining A to C grades at GCSE. Some pupils were able to achieve the 

highest grades in several GCSEs.  
 You are successful in ensuring that all pupils who leave your college have a placement in either further education, training or employment. We 

found that you go to great lengths to offer a broad range of GCSEs and other qualifications, dependent on pupils’ needs. Vocational education is 
well developed. For example, pupils who attend an auto-skills centre say that it is preparing them well for their future careers. You are 
successful in ensuring that every pupil in Years 9, 10 and 11 has a week-long work-experience placement. This gives pupils valuable 
experiences and helps them to feel better prepared about entering employment. However, you are constantly striving to make sure that pupils 
are even better prepared for their future lives. You recognise that you need to give pupils a broader range of life experiences and employment 
opportunities.  

 

Quality of 
Teaching, 
learning and 
assessment  
 

 Staff carefully assess each pupil’s skills and abilities when they first start Foundry College; they then provide work that is of the right level of 
difficulty so that pupils can make rapid progress. Due to the good quality of teaching, pupils achieve well in a range of accreditations from entry 
level to GCSE 

 At the last inspection, you were asked to give pupils more chances to write. We found that, due to the constant encouragement and support 
from your staff, current pupils make rapid gains in their writing skills. You were also asked to improve the information you provided to pupils 
about their targets. We found that current pupils have a good understanding of their targets.  
 

Personal 
Development, 
Behaviour and 
Welfare  
 

 We found that staff have high aspirations for pupils. They help pupils to develop a sense of self-belief in their abilities. Inspectors spoke to 
several parents during their visit, and all agreed that staff are dedicated to helping their children to achieve their best 

 The leadership team has ensured that all safeguarding arrangements are fit for purpose, and that records are detailed and of high quality  

 Staff are ever vigilant and share information effectively with a range of external agencies, including social services, and the child and adolescent 
mental health service.  

 Pupils are happy at your school, they say that there is always someone to talk to and that their views are valued. Parents and carers praise the 
improvements in their children’s behaviour and attitudes to learning. Some of these improvements are due to your effective therapeutic 
provision, such as ‘attachment-based therapy’ (therapy based on establishing trusting and supportive relationships). The sporting opportunities 
that you provide, for example golf and skiing, are also effective in promoting pupils’ social skills, such as turn-taking and working in a team.  

 You care deeply about the pupils and are determined to make sure that your school provides the nurturing environment that they need. Your 
staff ….demonstrate a deep commitment to the well-being of every pupil. 
 

Leadership & 
Management 

 The leadership team has maintained the good quality of education in the school since the last inspection. 

 Since you joined Foundry College as Headteacher in September 2016, your dynamic leadership has improved the school in many ways. You 
have ensured that staff are well trained so that they can fulfil their responsibilities effectively. You have improved the relationships with local 
schools, especially secondary schools. There is now a greater exchange of information about pupils who have been excluded or who are at risk 
of being excluded. School documentation, such as improvement plans, provides an honest and detailed assessment of how the school is 
performing currently and the next areas to focus on.  
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 While there have been many successes, you are not complacent and recognise that there is more you can do to improve the school.  

 We found that members of the committee are highly experienced in areas such as education, finance and social services. There is regular 
professional dialogue and they support you well in continuing to improve the school.  

 

 Key Actions 

  
 progress of those educated off-site is monitored closely so that teachers can use that information to provide work that is always appropriately 

challenging 
 college broadens pupils’ life experiences and employment opportunities so that they are even better prepared for their future lives 
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Focus 2018-19 Key Priorities Success Criteria Key actions Lead Evidence Source 

Pupil 
Outcomes 
 
Responsibility: 
IT 

Improve pupil progress and 
attainment across the curriculum and 
especially in Maths, English and for 
all groups 
 
 

 50% of pupils make expected 
progress in English and Maths 
relative to KS2. 

 70% of pupils make expected 
progress in English and Math 
relative to baselines. 

 Progress of disadvantaged pupils 
is comparable with that of other 
pupils across the curriculum 

 Pupils in Year 1 achieve highly in 
phonics check. 

 Pupils in Yr2 meet national 
standard 

 Pupils in Yr6 meet national 
standard 

 PP and LAC pupils make similar 
progress to their peers  

 LAC pupils have a current PEP 

 Identify key groups: high 
attainers/PP/LAC/SEND 

 Forensic baseline testing at 
outset  

 Rigorous half termly progress 
tracking and dissemination of 
data including group trends 

 Use of examination board 
assessment tools and grading. 

 CPD for primary trained staff in 
KS1/2 learning and 
assessment. 

 Draft PP strategy 2018-19  

 Differentiated work and 
planning 

 Tailored 1:1 interventions 

 All pupils have an ILP 

 LAC pupils have a meaningful 
PEP 

TS/IT 
 
JI/RC 
 
IT 
 
 
IT 
 
NR 
 
 
JB 
All 
 
IT/RC 
IT/RC/JI 
NR 

SIMS Reports 
ILPs& PEPs 
Tracking Data  
Functional Skills results 
Summer 2019 outcomes  
Pupil Premium Strategy 
 PP and LAC Policies 
Presentation to TLC 
 

 Post-16 pupils are able to sustain 
EET status  

 80% of both PRU and M/V 2018 
cohort leavers have suitable  
placement for Sept 2018 

 50% of MV and 70% of PRU 
cohorts are still EET in Dec 2018 

 CEIAG is up to date with current 
guidance 

 100% of PRU and M/V 2019 cohort 
leavers have suitable next steps in 
place  

 NEET figures are below national 
averages for PRUs 

 Continued and regular 
monitoring of provision and 
support beyond summer results  

 Maximise opportunities for real 
world experiences. 

 Bespoke and on-going CEIAG 
as  required 

 Develop links with local 
colleges, employers and 
Elevate 

 Research internships 
programme run by Addington 

 Review CEIAG policy 

VW 
 
 
VW 
 
VW 
 
VW 
 
 
VW 
 
IT 

Historic records maintained  
Log of communications 
CEIAG Policy 
SIMS records 

 Pre-16 pupils transition successfully 
back to mainstream or special school 
where appropriate 

 Pupils are confident and ready to 
take the next steps in their 
education, training or employment. 

 75% of school re-integration 
transitions from FC are successful 

 Intervention support before, 
during (and after if necessary) 
placement 

 EHCP applications as required 

 Representation at SEND panel 

 Strengthen relationships 
between FC and other 
providers 

NR 
 
 
RC 
JB/NR 
JB/NR/I
T 

SIMS records 
MM initial meeting & 
reviews paperwork 
MM overview spreadsheet 
SEND minutes 
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 Learners demonstrate resilience, 
independence and self-regulation  
 

 Skills matrices show positive 
development in these skills for 75% 
of learners 

 Behaviour tracking shows 
improved self-regulation 

 Pupil voice recognises and 
acknowledges improvement in 
these and other key areas 

 Extend use of A2Lskills 
matrices to M/V and Primary 
pupils 

 Regular calendared review of 
progress at an individual pupil 
level with staff 

 Share data with parents at half 
termly education reviews 

 Development of pupil voice 
contribution 

 Bespoke interventions 

IT/RC 
 
 
JI 
 
 
JI 
 
NR/JI 
 
JI 

Skills matrices 
ILPs (Learning targets & 
reviews) 
SIMS Behaviour data 
Notes of meetings 
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Focus 2018-19 Key Priorities Success Criteria Key actions Lead Evidence Source 

Quality of 
Teaching, 
learning and 
assessment  
 
Responsibility: 
IT 

Quality first teaching for all 
 
 
 
 

 No lessons judged grade 3 or 4 
overall. 

 UPS teachers all demonstrate 
outstanding elements in their 
lessons 

 Weaknesses in teaching show 
improvement during the year 
against identified foci.  

 Pupils’ needs as identified in 
EHCPs are met 

 Teaching shows clear focus on 
learning progress and models good 
use of differentiation 

 Regular focus of Raising 
Standards meetings 

 Careful analysis of lessons 
against outstanding criteria with 
identified follow up actions 

 CPD / sharing best practice  

 Regular formal and informal 
work scrutiny 

 Unannounced learning walks to 
sample practice and follow up 

 Personalised mentor / coaching  

 Rigorous appraisal 

 Federation INSET Day and 
other CPD within local schools 
to support outstanding teaching 

 Delivery plan for interventions 
for pupils with EHCP  

IT 
 
IT 
 
 
IT 
SLT 
 
 
SLT  
IT 
JB 
IT 
 
 
 
NR/RC 

Lesson observation file 
Work Scrutiny reviews 
Appraisal file 
EHCP reviews 
CPD record & reflection 
Coaching records 
Learning Walks feedback 
Reports to MC/TLC 
 

 Embed communication, literacy and 
numeracy strategies across the 
curriculum and across all key stages 
 

 Opportunities for reading, writing, 
communication and numeracy are 
evident in lesson planning and 
delivery for all pupils and across all 
subjects 

 KS1/2 pupils make good progress 
with literacy and numeracy 
development 

 Pupils pass functional skills exams 
at an appropriate level 

 Review & share Literacy & 
Numeracy Policies 

 Staff training on literacy matters  

 Focus of lesson observations,  
work scrutiny & learning walks 

 Use classroom & corridor 
displays to promote 

 Use Functional Skills exams 

IT 
 
MC 
SLT 
 
ALL 
 
IT/MC 

Literacy / Numeracy 
Policies 
Reports to MC/TLC 
Lesson observations / work 
scrutiny / learning walks 
Outcomes form Functional 
Skills exams  
Teaching materials 

 The curriculum offer addresses the 
interests and needs of the learners 
 

 Pupil attendance is good (90%+) 

 Pupil engagement in learning is 
good 

 Pupils successfully achieve 
appropriate qualifications 

 A broad range of accredited 
courses and learning experiences 
are available to pupils  

 Forever Foundry KS4 pupils are 
enabled to achieve a minimum of 5 
qualifications 

 Pupils expected to transition back 
into mainstream are able to follow 
a suitable curriculum which 
promotes transition.  

 Develop new curriculum 
opportunities, on and off site 

 Risk assess all offsite providers 

 Revise individual pupil’s 
curriculum provision plans as 
necessary 

 Explore curriculum offer and 
choices at induction for new 
pupils, including a view: 
“Forever Foundry” or not 
stopping? 

 Audit staff expertise 

 For M/V pupils, close liaison 
with home schools over 

IT 
 
TS 
IT/RC 
 
 
JB/JI 
 
 
 
 
IT/JB 
RC 

Timetable & updates 
Education review meeting 
notes and MTTs 
Risk assessments 
Pupil voice 
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 All Yr11 pupils achieve an 
appropriate qualification in English 
and Maths. 

expectations, exam entries and 
alternative provision options 

 

 Quality assurance of all offsite 
provision 
 

 Pupils make expected or better 
progress relative to agreed targets 

 Pupils achieve expected 
accreditations 

 Tutors’ record keeping is thorough 
and regularly monitored 

 Monitoring visits generate no 
concerns  

 Alternative providers contribute to 
annual reports 

 Lesson observations of tutors are 
judged good or better 

 Appraisal objective for IT, RC… 

 Learning objectives and 
intended qualifications 
established at the outset 

 Learning Logs filed by tutors 
and regularly monitored 

 Summary reports submitted by 
tutors or alternative providers in 
advance of education reviews 

 Regular work sampling 

 Lesson observations of tutors 
also delivering at FC 

 Alternative providers contribute 
to annual school reports 

 Monitoring visits to all offsite 
providers 

  

JB 
IT/RC 
 
 
RC/IT 
 
RC/IT 
 
 
RC/IT 
SLT 
 
IT 
 
SLT 
 

Appraisal paperwork 
ILPs 
Lesson logs & summary 
reports 
Annual reports 
Lesson observations and 
work scrutiny 
Visit reports and risk 
assessments 
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Focus 2018-19 Key Priorities Success Criteria Key actions Lead Evidence Source 

Personal 
Development, 
Behaviour and 
Welfare  
 
Responsibility: 
NR/TS 

Reduce lost learning time due to poor 
attendance, fixed term exclusions 
and low level disruption 
 
 

 4% Improvement in attendance for 
pupils educated at FC across all 
groups (above national average for 
PRUs) compared with 2017-18. 

 Improving trend for PA students 

 Reduction in cancellation of 
lessons for M/V pupils 

 Increase in hours for pupils on 
MTTs 

 10% reduction in behaviour logs for 
low level disruption and for 
derogatory/aggressive language  

 10% reduction in fixed term 
exclusions compared with 2017-18 

 Case studies and skills matrices 
show positive changed attitudes of 
pupils  

 Half termly monitoring of 
behaviour logs, exclusions, 
positive handling 

 Daily review of pupil conduct 

 Follow up to reinforce positive 
behaviours 

 Ensure consistency in behaviour 
management across the staff 
team 

 Improve the quality of learning 
experience for pupils, including 
reducing group sizes where 
possible 

 Increase provision of those on 
modified timetables towards full 
time 
 

TS 
 
 
IT 
ALL 
 
TS 
 
 
IT/NR 
 
 
 
IT 
 
 

SIMS data – behaviour, 
achievement, attendance, 
exclusions 
Team Teach bound and 
numbered book   
Daily debriefs 
ILPs  
Positive handling plans 
Skills matrices 
Case studies 
Reports to MC/TLC 
  

 Personalise the Personal, Social and 
Health Education (PSHE) provision 

 Pupils attend mentoring sessions 

 All pupils have a voice and every 
voice is heard 

 Pupil voice is well heard with 
demonstrable impact 

 Pupils engage positively in 
wellbeing activities 

 Pupils engage positively in 
curricular subjects that promote 
good health: PE/Fd 

 Pupils’ skills matrices evidence 
positive growth in key skills  

 No reported cases of bullying 

 Reduction in pupil absence from 
school for EMH 

 
 

 Embed an effective mentoring 
programme and write mentoring 
sessions into the timetable 

 Identify individual pupils’ social / 
emotional needs and devise 
appropriate intervention 
packages  

 Promote the monthly Healthzone  

 Promote pupil voice through 
mentoring 

 Promote healthy lifestyle through 
the provision of a range of sport 
and leisure experiences in 
curricular PE and/or extra- 
curricular provision offer 

 Promote healthy eating through 
the curriculum offer of Food 

IT/RC 
 
 
All 
 
 
 
NR 
NR 
 
IT/RP 
 
 
 
 
RP 
 
 

Skills matrices & SDQ 
scores 
SMSC Grid 
Timetables 
Mentoring notes 
Lesson observations PE/Fd 
Participation rates in PE 
Attendance at healthzone  
 

 Extend the range and breadth of 
pupils’ social, moral, spiritual and 
cultural experience 
 

 SMSC grid shows extensive 
experience and breadth for ALL 
pupils  

 Pupils evidence active citizenship  

 Pupils are offered enrichment 
opportunities and there is uptake 
by 100% of pupils. 

 SLT Lead and Appraisal objective 
for all staff 

 Review and maximise the range 
of activities, experiences and 
opportunities available to ALL 
pupils   

NR   
 
NR 
 
 
 
 
 

Skills matrices  
Evolve records 
Attendance data at 
activities 
SMSC Grid 
Appraisal paperwork 
Tracking spreadsheet 
Reports to MC/TLC 
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 Skills matrices show increase in 
resilience and self-esteem 
measures 

 Staff training refresher in use of 
SMSC Grid & Evolve 

 Track offer & participation by 
pupil 

 Target activities to pupils’ needs 
and interests 

  Stakeholder survey 

NR/TS 
 
NR 
 
All 
 
NR 

Stakeholder voice 
 

 Develop a culture where praise is 
both given and accepted 
 

 Reduction in staff absence for EMH 

 Stakeholder survey demonstrates 
improved awareness of and 
acceptance of praise 

 Positive tone and pride in FC 

 Reduction in negative language 
used by pupils 

 Increase in achievement points 
received by pupils for positive 
behaviours 

 Positive role modelling by SLT, 
cascaded by staff… 

 Positive thinking and behaviour 
actively promoted and celebrated 
in conversations with both staff 
and pupils  

 Written affirmation of positivity  – 
postcards, notes etc 

 Positive focus and tone to all 
meetings and CPD 

 Line management meeting notes 
written in positive tone 

SLT/ 
ALL 
ALL 
 
 
 
ALL 
 
ALL 
 
SLT 

Minutes of all meetings 
Pupil records 
Postcards 
Stakeholder voice 
SIMS data 
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Focus 2018-19 Key Priorities Success Criteria Key Actions Lead Evidence Source 

Leadership & 
Management  
 
Responsibility: 
JB 

Plan for the longer term future of the 
College to ensure financial stability  

 WBC continue to commission the 
services of FC. 

 WBC develop the scope of FC: 
increased numbers and SEN 
(SEMH/ASD) specialist provision 

 Appropriate premises are obtained 

 Necessary staffing appointments 
are made 

 800% of local secondary schools 
are working with FC 

 Academised primary schools 
continue to commission (buy back 
in or pay as you go) 

 Early Years providers begin to 
commission behaviour support 
from FC 

 Feedback from local partners is 
positive 

 75% of managed moves between 
WBC schools are successful  

 Increase in requests for support 
from FC across a broad range of 
services 
 

 Foster relationships with new 
personnel at WBC to promote the 
services offered and raise 
awareness of the need to expand 
/ develop.  

 Identify representative from WBC 
for Commissioning Meetings & 
MC 

 Review the MoU and purpose for 
2019/20 

 Develop a plan for 
implementation of developments: 
Staffing, premises, budget, role 
within WBC  

 Further develop FC profile in 
WSF and WPHA 

 Develop out of borough 
commissioning, capacity 
permitting 

 Survey schools – to evaluate 
quality of FC provision and future 
need 

 SEF/CIP review  

 Continue to monitor range and 
extent of referral requests and 
use of outreach across all phases  

JB 
 
 
 
 
JB 
 
 
JB 
 
JB 
 
 
 
NR/JB 
 
JB/NR 
 
 
NR 
 
 
JB/SLT 
 
JB/NR 

Development papers & 
plans 
Minutes: MC, SLT, Staff, 
WBC, WPHA, WSF 
Implementation plan 
Budget monitoring 
Website 
SEF  
CIP  
Stakeholder voice 
MoU records 
PEx records 
MM records 
 

 Develop and support staff 
performance, including induction and 
succession planning 
 
 

 Roles are regularly reviewed in 
keeping with the college’s needs 
and staff expertise 

 Role descriptions are up to date 

 Appraisal is an effective tool for 
quality assuring staff performance 
and identifying training needs 

 Any underperformance is promptly 
addressed 

 New staff induction up to date 

 Review roles and responsibilities 

 Review and update role 
descriptions 

 Monitor staff performance 
through regular line management 
meetings 

 Identify and plan for CPD needs 

 Coaching to support performance 
at all levels 

 Grow Tutor capacity 

 Arrange for Tutors to work with 
M/V at FC 

 

JB 
JB 
 
SLT 
 
 
SLT 
SLT 
 
RC 
 
RC/IT 
 

Line Management minutes  
Appraisal paperwork 
Role descriptions 
CPD plans & records 
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 Develop onsite provision for 
medical/vulnerable pupils 
 

 The majority of secondary M/V 
pupils receive at least part of their 
education at FC 

 All M/V pupils have the opportunity 
to participate in enrichment 
activities 

 Brambles Development to 
increase capacity 

 Review & reset M/V ethos and 
expectation of home schools 

 Sow seed of expectation at initial 
meeting 

 Regular Education Reviews with 
increased rigour of expectations 
and promotion of transition from 
home to FC (to school) 

 Skills audit and training needs of 
Tutors 

JB 
 
JB/NR/ 
RC 
 
NR/RC 
 
RC 
 
 
RC/NR 

MTTs 
Evolve & SMSC Grid 
Timetable updates 
Pupil voice 
Education review notes 
Ex-SLT minutes  

 Develop a positive ethos with the 
highest of aspirations for both pupils 
and staff 
 

 Pride in the College – the people, 
the outcomes, the premises etc 

 All pupils have next steps plans 

 Pupils have a sense of purpose 
and expectation 

 ILPs show progress 

 Pupils achieve appropriate 
accreditations 

 Local reputation 

 Staff feel valued 

 Use INSET, CPD and meetings 
to set, promote and regularly 
revisit aspirations on an individual 
and collective level 

 Maintain a good standard of 
décor, quality of display and 
availability of resources 

 Use professional dialogue to 
encourage aspirations 

 Deal promptly with negativity 

 Positive role modelling 

 Bespoke CEIAG 

SLT 
 
 
 
 
SLT 
 
 
SLT 
 
SLT 
SLT 
VW 

INSET/CPD materials  
Minutes of meetings 
ILPs 
Stakeholder voice 
Pupil outcomes 
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GLOSSARY 

CEIAG Careers Education, Information, Advice and Guidance 

CIP College Improvement Plan 

CPD Continuing Professional Development 

EET  in Education, Employment or Training 

EHCP Education, Health and Care Plan 

EMH Emotional and Mental Health 

EWS Education Welfare Service 

FC Foundry College 

ILP Individual Learning Plan 

KP Key Priorities 

LAC Looked After Children 

MC Management Committee 

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

MTT Modified Timetable 

NEET  Not in Education, Employment or Training 

PP Pupil Premium 

SEF Self-Evaluation Form 

SEND Special Educational Needs and Disabilities 

SIMS School’s Information Management System 

SLT Senior Leadership Team 

SMSC Social, Moral, Spiritual, Cultural 

WBC Wokingham Borough Council 

WPHA Wokingham Primary Heads Association 

WSF Wokingham Secondary Federation 


